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A B S T R A K 

Hakikat kurikulum Merdeka mengharapkan pembelajaran matematika 
bermakna dan sesuai dengan gaya belajar dan kebutuhan. Budaya dan 
teknologi merupakan kombinasi yang tepat untuk diterapkan dalam 
pembelajaran matematika untuk menerapkan Kurikulum Merdeka. Penelitian 
ini bertujuan untuk mengembangkan modul digital multimodal berbasis 
permasalahan etnomatematika untuk pembelajaran matematika bermakna 
yang dapat beradaptasi dengan perkembangan teknologi. Model 
pengembangan yang digunakan dalam penelitian ini adalah model ADDIE. 
Kegunaan modul ditentukan oleh hasil validasi ahli, uji praktikalitas, dan uji 
efektivitas yang dilakukan dosen, guru, dan siswa sebagai subjek penelitian. 
Berdasarkan uji validitas materi diperoleh validitas sebesar 4,45 dan uji 
validitas media memperoleh validitas sebesar 4,87 yang termasuk dalam 
kategori Sangat Tinggi. Rata-rata skor kepraktisan adalah 4,3 dengan kriteria 
sangat tinggi. Kisaran nilai yang diperoleh siswa adalah 83%. Dengan 
demikian modul yang dikembangkan dapat dikatakan efektif dan layak 
digunakan. Melalui inovasi modul ini, pembelajaran menjadi bermakna, 
mengakomodasi setiap gaya belajar dan kebutuhan siswa, serta 
memfasilitasi siswa untuk belajar mandiri. 
 

 

A B S T R A C T 

The essence of the curriculum Merdeka expects mathematics learning to be meaningful and in accordance with 
learning styles and needs.  Culture and technology are the right combination to be applied in mathematics learning 
to implement the curriculum Merdeka.  This research aims to develop multimodal digital modules based on ethno 
mathematical problems for meaningful mathematics learning that can adapt to technological developments. The 
development model used in this study is the ADDIE model. The service of the module is determined by the results 
of expert validation, practicality tests, and effectiveness tests by lecturers, teachers and students as research 
subjects. Based on the material validity test, a validity of 4.45 was obtained and a media validity test obtained a 
validity of 4.87 which was included in the Very High category. The average practicality score is 4.3 with very high 
criteria.  The range of grades obtained by students is 83%. Thus the modules developed can be said to be effective 
and feasible to use. Through the innovation of this module, learning becomes meaningful, accommodates every 
learning style and student need, and facilitates students to learn independently. 
 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

One of the government's efforts to improve the quality of education is by revitalizing the curriculum 
into the Kurikulum Merdeka.  Kurikulum Merdeka is a curriculum with diverse intracurricular learning. 
Teachers have the flexibility to have various teaching devices so that learning is tailored to the learning 
needs and interests of students (Pratiwi et al., 2023; Rahayu et al., 2022). Of course, this will be a big 
challenge for teachers to be able to optimize strategies and teaching materials that will help rejuvenate the 
implementation of learning.  The Kurikulum Merdeka is currently considered the most relevant to use 
considering that when this curriculum was designed, it must place the needs, income, experience, learning 
outcomes, and interests of students as the main reference (Numertayasa et al., 2022; Rahayu et al., 2022). 
The main characteristics include simplification of content and focus on essential materials, collaborative 
and applicable project-based learners, as well as the achievement of class hours and flexible class hour 
arrangements. Based on the analysis of the spirit of the Kurikulum Merdeka, the learning process should be 
in accordance with the needs and characteristics of students through meaningful learning, and 
accommodate every student's learning style that utilizes IT-based learning media (Jannati et al., 2023; 
Suryawan & Juniantari, 2018). 
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The implementation of the Kurikulum Merdeka occurred during the onslaught of the Industrial 
Revolution Era 4.0 became a challenge and could also be a convenience. To be able to adapt to this industrial 
revolution era, an education system is needed that can form a creative, innovative, and competitive 
narrative so that it can catch up with other developed countries (Agustini et al., 2019; Astuti, 2019; Nastiti 
et al., 2022). This can be achieved, one of which is by optimizing the use of technology as an educational tool 
that is expected to be able to provide outputs that can adapt to changing times and is certainly in line with 
the current application of the Kurikulum Merdeka (Lase, 2019; Rahayu et al., 2022). Improving mindset, 
mentality, and values is a fundamental thing that needs to be prepared.  

In this condition, digital  native certainly cannot be separated from digital technology such as 
smartphones, computers, the internet (Mardina, 2011; Smaragdina, 2020). This generation is also very good  
at using digital devices and spends more time with technology,  easier to learn using technology, and more 
interested in teaching materials and learning media that they can access through digital devices such as 
smartphones. Using technology in this learning allows for increased cognitive comfort levels of students 
and optimizes learning time (Ilic, 2021; Nataliia, 2022). This is the challenge for teachers in terms of 
developing teaching devices according to student needs, one of which is in the form of digital modules. 

According to previous study the digital module or E-Module is a modification of conventional 
modules by combining the use of information technology, so that existing digital modules can be more 
interesting and interactive(Karmila, 2020). The use of digital modules is also in line with the characteristics 
of the Kurikulum Merdeka where the content in digital modules becomes simpler and focuses on essential 
materials. But in reality in the field digital modules have not been widely used by schools. This is certainly 
very unfortunate considering that some of the advantages obtained from using digital modules are very 
relevant to the needs of more real and complex learning visualization (Rakhamawati & R., 2016; Wahyudi, 
2019). The characteristic of suitable and effective subjects using digital modules is mathematics. 

In addition to learning tools such as digital modules, appropriate learning styles are also the key to 
student success in learning. By realizing this, students are able to absorb and process information and make 
learning easier with student learning styles (Bire et al., 2014; Gilakjani, 2012). According to other study 
learning styles are divided into three, namely visual, auditorial and kinesthetic learning styles (Sarfa, 2016). 
Visual learning style is a learning style by seeing, observing, looking, and the like, visual representation in 
mathematics is very important for teachers and students in the process of teaching and learning 
mathematics (Raiyn, 2016; Sheromova et al., 2020). Auditorial learning style is a learning style by hearing 
and kinesthetic learning style is a learning style by moving, working, and touching. The point is to learn by 
Judging from this statement, an approach is needed that can facilitate the learning style of these students, 
one of which is with a multimodal approach.  In research conducted by previous study stated that 
Multimodal  is a term used to refer to the way people communicate using different modes at the same time, 
which is defined as the use of several semiotic modes in product design, or semiotic events simultaneously, 
and in a certain way these modes are combined to reinforce, complement, or be in a certain order (Al Fajri, 
2018; Kress & Leeuwen, 2001). 

Multimodal can also be said to be a technical term that aims to show that in the process of meaning, 
humans make use of various semiotics (Iadem, 2003; O’Halloran, 2011; Pan, 2022). In addition, multimodal 
is also defined as all semiotic, verbal and visual sources that can be used to realize the type and level of 
dialogical involvement in a textbook. Where, semiotics or semiotics is the science of signs used to find out 
the meaning contained in learning animation or in other words semiotics is a sign which is understood as 
something that represents something else (Y. Chen, 2010; Papageorgiou, 2017). The use of technology in 
addition to providing a lot of advantages also has disadvantages. The percentage of students exploring the 
environment will be reduced and this can cause learning to be less meaningful.  Therefore, it is need for 
cultural values in life that can be related to mathematics learning.   

Mathematics is the source of knowledge and the main needs of each individual, while culture is a 
complete unity and comprehensive code of conduct in society and plays an important role in fostering the 
noble values of the nation (Rosa et al., 2017; Subali et al., 2018). This is in line with opinion which states 
that education and culture have a very important role in cultivating and developing cultural values, which 
have an impact on character formation based on cultural values owned (Haran et al., 2019; Suryawan & 
Juniantari, 2018). This is in line with previous study which states that if ethno mathematics is applied as an 
approach to learning, then the mathematical concepts learned will be related to student culture so that 
learning becomes meaningful (Wahyuni et al., 2013).  One good learning model and strategy in 
understanding and learning mathematics while fostering a love for culture is to study ethno mathematics 
(Lisnina. Zulkardi, 2020; Prahmana et al., 2021; Umbara, 2021). 

Based on the studies conducted, it was found that there were many similar studies including 
research conducted in a study entitled development of Dayak culture-based ethnomathematics module in 
mathematics learning with joyful learning approach stated that Dayak culture-based ethnomathematics 
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module with joyful learning approach  got good results, so it can be used to teach mathematical concepts to 
grade 4 students at SDN 29 Idai (Priyani, 2021). In addition, on research conducted by other study entitled 
development of ethno mathematics-based mathematics teaching materials to improve the understanding 
of mathematics of grade III elementary school students stated that the Ethnomathematics-Based Teaching 
Materials developed are effective in improving student learning understanding (Muhammad & Novitasari, 
2020).  But in reality in the field meaningful learning is very difficult to find, even though according to 
studies conducted by learning with effective cultural values help increase student understanding in 
learning.  

Considering the existing problems, this research was carried out focusing on the development of 
ethnomathematics-based multimodal mathematics digital modules to accommodate each student's 
learning style.  In addition, the digital modules developed are designed in line with the essence of the 
Kurikulum Merdeka which is being encouraged to be implemented. This development also aims to obtain 
digital modules that meet valid, practical, and effective criteria so that they become solutions in digitizing 
education in the era of the industrial revolution 4.0 and in accordance with the spirit of the Kurikulum 
Merdeka.  
 

2. METHODS 

The preparation of multimodal digital modules based on ethnomathematical problems is one type 
of development research (R&D) that refers to the ADDIE model. This development is used to get a new 
product or develop a product that already exists before (Arikunto, 2011). ADDIE is a program for developing 
and validating products (Sugiyono, 2019). Development research is a method of testing the effectiveness of 
developed products. This model is very suitable for use in digital modules or other types of development. 
The ADDIE model was chosen because it is simple, easy to understand, and has a systematic structure. The 
ADDIE research procedure can be noted in Figure 1. 

 

 

Figure 1. Research Procedure 
 
The subjects in this study are material experts who include lecturers and teachers who are 

competent in the field of mathematics in order to get the best information and input to compile digital 
modules. Media experts who include mathematics lecturers are carried out to identify whether the modules 
developed are appropriate and certainly easy to understand.  As well as junior high school students as test 
subjects for the use of digital modules and made respondents in filling out questionnaires and feasibility 
tests carried out. 

Data collection at the initial stage is carried out by content analysis, which is intended through 
content analysis of curriculum, textbooks, and analysis related to mathematics. This observation was made 
to obtain information on the conditions and problems of mathematics learning. Furthermore, opinion 
surveys, which were conducted with teacher interviews to collect response questionnaires to obtain 
authentic data related to the digital modules developed.  

The data collected in this analysis are quantitative data and qualitative data. Qualitative data 
includes assessments and advice from expert experts and respondents who use digital modules that aim to 
improve digital modules, this data is analyzed descriptively or qualitatively. While quantity data was 
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analyzed using descriptive statistics with average scores and percentages with Likert scales (Sukardi, 
2009). The digital module is said to be feasible if the minimum average score obtained is 2.60, and practical 
if the average score obtained is at least 2.6 can be seen in Table 1, Table 2, and Table 3.  
 
Table 1. Digital Module Eligibility Criteria 

Skor Criterion 

4,20 ≤ �̅� ≤ 5,00 Very Worth It 
3,40 ≤ �̅� < 4,20 Proper 
2,60 ≤ �̅� < 3,40 Pretty decent 
1,80 ≤ �̅� < 2,60 Not Worth It 
1,00 ≤ �̅� < 1,80 Very Unworthy 

 
Table 2. Convert Quantitative to Qualitative Data 

Score Range Average Score Category 

𝑋 > 𝑋𝑖̅̅̅ + 1,8 𝑋 > 4,2 Excellent 
𝑋𝑖̅̅̅ + 0,6𝑠𝑏𝑖 < 𝑋 ≤ 𝑋𝑖̅̅̅ + 1,8𝑠𝑏𝑖 3,4 < 𝑋 ≤ 4,2 Good 
𝑋𝑖̅̅̅ − 0,6𝑠𝑏𝑖 < 𝑋 ≤ 𝑋𝑖̅̅̅ + 0,6𝑠𝑏𝑖 2,6 < 𝑋 ≤ 3,4 Enough 
𝑋𝑖̅̅̅ − 1,8𝑠𝑏𝑖 < 𝑋 ≤ 𝑋𝑖̅̅̅ − 0,6𝑠𝑏𝑖 1,8 < 𝑋 ≤ 2,6 Less 

𝑋 ≤ 𝑋𝑖̅̅̅ − 1,8𝑠𝑏𝑖 𝑋 ≤ 1,8 Very Lacking 
 
Table 3. Digital Module Effectiveness Criteria  

Completeness Category 
𝑋 > 80% Excellent 

60% ≤ 𝑋 ≤ 80% Good 
40% < 𝑋 ≤ 60% Good enough 
20% ≤ 𝑋 ≤ 40% Not Good 

𝑋 < 20% Bad 
 

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

Results 
The teaching material developed in this study is the Multimodal Digital Mathematics Module Based 

on Ethnomathematical Problems which contains four sub-discussions, namely Cubes, Beams, Prisms, and 
Pyramids. The multimodal digital module developed is structured with a multimodal approach to consider 
student learning styles. An appropriate learning style is the key to student success in learning. Based on 
research conducted, multimodal approach is important in today's technological era. With a multimodal 
approach, it allows educators / teachers to meet the needs of different students in a learning environment. 

In this multimodal digital module based on ethnomathematical problems, there is a problem at the 
beginning of the sub-material which of course contains cultural values, subject matter, learning videos, 
exploration media and practice problems related to building flat side space material. The following is a 
description contained in the multimodal mathematics digital module based on ethnomathematical 
problems as show in Figure 2, Figure 3, Figure 4, and Figure 5. 
 

 

Figure 2. Problems 
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Figure 3. Let's Investigate 
 

Base on Figure 3, after analyzing the problem, students will be asked to investigate by completing 
the stages provided in the module to get the expected goals.  
 

 

Figure 4. Let's Explore 
 

Base on Figure 4, this content contains geogebra media which is used to illustrate the webs of 
building flat side spaces and finding the area and volume of the building. This aims to give freedom to 
students to explore and convince students again regarding what has previously been obtained.  

 

 

Figure 5. Let’s Try 
 
Base on Figure 5, after all the stages are carried out, the next step is to do practice questions on the 

Let's Try content. This content contains practice questions and feedback that can be accessed by students 
to find out the extent to which the material provided can be understood by students. Finally, learning videos 
are provided that are used to provide reaffirmation of the material provided.  

The Multimodal Digital Module developed into a product will then be tested for feasibility through 
3 criteria, namely validity, practical and effective. The results of the assessment and tests carried out on the 
developed digital module can be assessed in Table 4.  
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Table 4. Feasibility of Multimodal Digital Module 

 Aspects Percentage Information 
A. Validity 

 Material Expert 
97.5% 
(Valid) 

Very High 

 Media Members 
94% 

(Valid) 
Very High 

B. Practicality 

 Teacher Response Questionnaire 
86.4% 

(Practical) 
Excellent 

 Student Response Questionnaire 
84% 

(Practical) 
Good 

C. Effectiveness 
 Average student score 78.1  
 Number of graduating students 24/31  

 Student pass percentage 
83% 

(effective) 
Very High 

 
Discussion 

This research departs from the fact that mathematics learning carried out in class has obstacles, 
such as students do not understand the material provided, lack of teaching materials that can support every 
learning style of students, moreover this time learning is expected to be in accordance with the essence of 
the Kurikulum Merdeka which means that teachers play a major role in facilitating students to learn while 
still referring to the freedom of the way students learn (Bire et al., 2014; C. W. y. Chen, 2021). Based on this, 
it is necessary to develop multimodal digital modules based on ethnomathematical problems to be able to 
help teachers and students in terms of providing learning materials. The results of the research conducted 
show that multimodal digital modules based on ethnomathematical problems have good quality and are 
effective as evidenced by the results of validation by media experts and excellent material experts. The 
results of the quantity of quality of the modules developed in T abel 4 show that the digital modules 
developed are feasible because they meet the criteria of validity, practicality, and effectiveness. The average 
score of media experts is 4.875 (97.5%) which means that the design aspect, accessibility meets existing 
standards and material experts are 4.70 (94%) which means that the material contained in the module is in 
accordance with the existing curriculum. 

Based on the practicality test, teachers and students as users of digital modules agree if the 
developed multimodal digital modules are used in learning. This can be seen through the average teacher 
response score obtained at 4.32 (86.4%) and the average student response score of 4.20 (84%). The 
questionnaire for teachers contains 10 statements. Teachers strongly agree that the modules developed (1) 
help students understand learning, (2) the material contained in the modules is in accordance with the 
curriculum used, (3) the use of modules in learning can increase student learning motivation. Students 
strongly agree that (1) the display of multimodal digital modules is attractive, (2) digital modules are easy 
to use, (3) the instructions in the modules make it easier for students to optimize digital modules.  

The effectiveness of the digital modules developed was measured by testing 31 students. The 
average score obtained is 78.1 with a student graduation percentage of 83%. So the results of this study 
show that the digital modules developed are effectively used in classroom learning. Digital modules are easy 
for students to understand with excellent mastery of the material. Good mastery of the material is due to 
(1) the modules used use a multimodal approach so as to facilitate student learning styles (Y. Chen, 2010; 
Sarfa, 2016), (2) Digital modules are carried out with exploration media with geogebra which can increase 
student learning motivation (Rhilmanidar & R, 2020; Velichova, 2011). 

The results of this study can be used as a solution to help teachers in the learning process in class, 
especially on building flat side room material.  What's more, it is very effective with the Kurikulum Merdeka 
today.  In previous studies, the digital module developed was only in the form of text or video, while the 
digital module developed used a multimodal approach, where the material was presented not only in the 
form of text or video, but the material was also presented in illustrations to meet the learning style of 
students, illustrations were given using geogebra as the media. This is in line with research conducted by 
study which states that geogebra-based learning  is very well applied in learning (Nababan, 2020).  The 
renewal of the digital module developed is based on ethnomathematical problems. According to other 
studies that mentioned the Ethnomathematics approach can provide knowledge to students related to local 
culture and the culture is very close to the student's environment (Fouze & Amit, 2018; Rosa & Orey, 2011). 
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Students can learn culture through information technology which then the culture is raised in a 
mathematics learning.  

With the development of problem-based digital mathematics modules  with an ethnomathematical 
approach, it is able to  support the implementation of the Kurikulum Merdeka, not only to improve the 
learning obtained, but also to contribute to the development of thought (Jauhari et al., 2022; Soboleva et al., 
2022). This can be a learning solution in the Kurikulum Merdeka by analyzing the characteristics of the 
curriculum with the characteristics of the digital modules developed. So that the module is in line with the 
intracurricular program in the curriculum structure. The digital modules developed contain simpler 
materials and focus on essential materials. This digital module is also designed to be operated 
independently by students so that it is more flexible and can be adjusted to the student's ability level and of 
course in accordance with the learning style of each student to provide meaningful mathematics learning 
for junior high school students who are in phase D. 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

The multimodal digital mathematics module based on ethnomathematical problems developed 
meets the eligibility criteria based on validity, practicality and effectiveness tests carried out with very high 
categories.  These results were obtained through expert assessments and teacher and student response 
questionnaires.  The implementation of multimodal digital module-assisted learning makes it easier for 
students to learn independently, this is because students can operate modules according to student needs 
and learning styles. In addition, digital modules equipped with illustrations help students easily imagine the 
context of the discussion related to visuals. Based on this, meaningful learning through ethnomathematics-
based digital modules will be able to be a solution to educational needs with the development of science 
and technology because it can make students learn independently and accommodate every student's 
learning style. 
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